#0922 - A Cleveland Convergence…both the American Theatre Organ Society (July 1-5) and the Organ Historical Society (July 5-10) will hold their 2009 annual conventions in and around Cleveland, Ohio. After hearing these sounds, you’ll want to attend.

#0923 - Celebrating Canada…in tribute to the Royal Canadian College of Organists (RCCO) in its centenary year, a trans-continental program of Canadian composers, performers, and instruments.

#0924 - The Liverpool Sound…you can’t beat the sonorous supremacy of the famous Willis and Walker pipe organs in this famous-for-its-music city.

#0925 - A Buffalo Shuffle…revisiting old haunts with Joseph McCabe and friends of the Organ Historical Society.

#0926 - American Blessings…the rich resource of our nation’s own compositional talent store gives our ears and hearts much for which to be thankful.